
MARK
VEVERS
Location: Tauranga   |   Height: 194 cm
Ethnicity: European   |   Eye Colour: Green   |   Hair Colour: Shaved / Bald

Mark Vevers is a distinguished talent in the world of entertainment, celebrated for his exceptional skills as a physical comedy actor and his influential

role as a founding member of the Improvisation group, 'Damp Knight comedy' in the United Kingdom. With a career marked by his commanding stage

presence and remarkable versatility.

His journey as an actor has been punctuated by his enthusiastic participation in the renowned Edinburgh Fringe Festival, where he has become a

seasoned veteran. His performances on the Fringe stages have consistently wowed audiences, earning him a reputation as a consummate entertainer

in the UK and now NZ.

One of Mark's most notable achievements has been his portrayal of Miss Trunchbull in 2023 in the acclaimed stage adaptation of "Matilda." This

transformative role showcased his extraordinary talent and garnered a plethora of rave reviews. The production, featuring Mark as Miss Trunchbull,

experienced full houses night after night, a testament to his magnetic stage presence and unparalleled acting prowess.

Mark Vevers' talents are not confined to the theatre alone, as he has also made a significant impact on the screen. His ability to seamlessly transition

between the two mediums underscores his status as a truly versatile actor, capable of delivering captivating performances wherever his art takes

him.

Mark Vevers is a phenomenal actor, celebrated for his physical comedy skills, and his courage and energy as an actor in both theatre and screen. 

SHORT  F ILM
2020 The Qliche Lead Ian Lowson Productions -  Dir: Ian

Lowson
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2020 What You Can't See Lead Chirs Richardson Productions - 
Dir: Chris Richardson

THEATRE
2023 Matilda Miss Trunchbull [Lead] TMT Theatre -  Dir: Russell Dixon
2022 Bouncers Eric [Lead] Stage Right Trust -  Dir: Toni

Henderson
2022 We Will Rock You Khashoggi [Lead] TMT -  Dir: Richard Neame

TRAINING
2017 Degree in Drama and Script

Writing
Northumbria University
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